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Abstract. In this study, Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) signal generation and detection is
implemented by using Goertzel Algorithm in MATLAB software. The DTMF signals are generated
by using Cool Edit Pro Version 2.0 program for DTMF tone detection. The DTMF signal generation
and detection algorithm are based on International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
recommendations. Frequency deviation, twist, energy and time duration tests are performed on the
DTMF signals. The algorithm recognizes the DTMF tones if they satisfy the recommendations,
otherwise they are rejected.
Keywords: DTMF, Signal Generation and Detection, Goertzel Algorithm, Frequency Deviation

1. Introduction
Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) is a system of signal tones used in the field of communication
whose application ranges from voice mail and help desks to telephone banking and controlling
robotics designs [1]. The DTMF signal is generated by the sum of two sinusoidal tones. One of them
is selected from a group of 697 Hz, 770 Hz, 852 Hz, 941 Hz named as low frequency group and the
second one is selected from a set of 1209 Hz, 1336 Hz, 1477 Hz, 1633 Hz called high frequency
group. By addition of two sinusoidal tones, four frequencies from each group gives a total of 16
combinations, which represented ten decimal digits, alphabet characters A, B, C, D and two special
characters “*” and “#” [2]. Table 1 shows the frequencies used for each signal.
Table 2. Frequencies used in forming DTMF tones.
Frequency
1209 Hz 1336 Hz 1477 Hz 1633 Hz
697 Hz
1
2
3
A
770 Hz
4
5
6
B
852 Hz
7
8
9
C
941 Hz
*
0
#
D
The signal tones should be detected by using Goertzel Algorithm. [3, 4, 5] have used Goertzel’s
algorithm for the detection of digital DTMF signals. Generating tones for all 16 digits (0 to 9, A to D,
* and #), the Cool-Edit Pro Version 2.0 program is used and the generating tones are used in
MATLAB software for detection. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is added before detection which
provides the average output signal level is fed back to adjust the gain to an appropriate level for a
range of input signal levels [6]. DTMF detection is implemented by using Goertzel Algorithm and
tests are performed according to standards of International Telecommunication Union (ITU) by using
MATLAB software.

2. The Structure of Keypad and DTMF Signal
DTMF is a method of representing digits with tones for communications [7]. DTMF tones are used
by all touch tone phones to represent the digits on a touch tone keypad. DTMF signaling used for
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many applications such as telephone banking, routing customer support calls, system control,
voicemail, and similar applications [8]. A DTMF signal represents one of sixteen touchtone symbols
(0-9, A-D, #, *) as shown in figure 1. Each symbol is represented by one of four frequencies in a low
frequency band and one of four frequencies in a higher frequency band.

Fig. 4. Touch tone telephone keypad
In figure 1, the symbols are shown in a matrix format. The columns are represented by frequencies in
a band between 1 kHz (kilohertz) and 2 kHz, and the rows are represented by frequencies in a band
between 500 Hz and 1 kHz. Whenever a key of a touchtone keypad is depressed, the DTMF is
generated by adding two signals and transmitted to device. The device that receives this dual tone
signal must detect which one of the four low frequencies and which one of the four high frequencies
has been received to determine which symbol is to be determined [9].

y (n)

A1 sin(

2S nf1
2S nf 2
)  A2 sin(
)
Fs
Fs

(1)

DTMF tones are generated like above equation 1, and f1, f2 frequencies denotes high or low frequency
tone of DTMF respectively. Fs represents sampling frequency.

3. DTMF Signal Generation and Detection
In communications, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used for frequency detection. DFT converts
the signal from time domain to frequency domain.
3.1 Goertzel Algorithm
Goertzel algorithm is used widely and it is most popular method in the worldwide. This algorithm
uses IIR filters that are tuned to eight DTMF frequencies. Direct realization of the goertzel algorithm
is showed in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Direct realization of the goertzel algorithm
Goertzel algorithm [10], can be seen from the equation 2.

Vk (n) coeff (k).Vk (n1)  Vk (n  2)  x(n)
(2)
where Vk (-1) = 0, Vk (-2) = 0, x (n) represents input sample. Recursively compute for n = 0….N.
Compute once every N;
X (k)

Vk2 (N).Vk2 (N 1)  2.coeff(k).Vk (N).Vk (N 1)

(3)

The IIR filter coefficients for the row and column frequencies are calculated from;

coeff (k)

fk
)
fs

(4)

2 fk
)
fs

(5)

cos(2.S .

The IIR filter coefficient for the second harmonics is found;

coeff _ 2nd (k)

cos(2.S .

where WN-kN = e –j2пk
3.2 Validity Checking of DTMF Signal
Once all the row and column filter energies are calculated, a series of tests are executed to determine
the validity of tone and digit results [10], [11]; signal energy, twist, relative peaks, second harmonic,
duration check and frequency deviation.
Signal Energy: The DTMF detection algorithm uses adaptive threshold for the signal energy test.
The signal energy varies with the input signal level. Therefore it is difficult have a fix threshold for
this test. Fix threshold can be only used if the input level is same all the time. Automatic gain control
can be applied to the input.
Twist: Twist is the ratio of low frequency power high frequency power. If the row tone energy is
bigger than the column tone energy, this is known as normal twist. The threshold for the normal twist
is 8 dB (max). If the column tone energy is bigger than the row tone energy, the twist is described as
reverse twist and it can be 4 dB (max) [12], [13].
Relative Peaks: The energy of the strongest signal in each group (row and column tones) is compared
the energies of the rest of the tones in its group. The strongest tone must stand out from the other tones
in its group by a certain ratio [14].
Second Harmonic: The check of second harmonic provides whether the coming signal is DTMF or
speech. Speech has second harmonics, but DTMF signals do not have second harmonics.
Duration Check: According to ITU standards, the duration of DTMF signals should be 40 ms.
Frequency Deviation: The frequency deviation range should be between ± (1.5-3.5) %, where
accepting or rejecting the DTMF tone is up to the designer.
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4. Experimental Work and Performance Test
In this section, first of all the DTMF tones should be generated to detect and test. After generating,
we start to detect these tones by using Goertzel Algorithm. We generate the DTMF tones by using
Cool Edit Pro program with different properties and characteristics. This program provides to save
the signals as a wav file format which is read wavered command in MATLAB program, so the transfer
is provided. The needed characteristics in Cool Edit Pro Version 2.0 are specified. The sampling rate
should be 8000 Hz because 8000 Hz is used in telephony applications.
The voice of human can be approximately 3200 Hz and according to the Nyquist criteria the sampling
rate should be twice frequency of the original signal, so 8000 Hz for sampling rate is enough to operate
by using human voice. If the sampling rate is bigger than 8000 Hz, it is meaningless and becomes
complicated and the execution time of program is getting longer. The channel is selected mono. Stereo
can be selected, but there is no need another channel for the application. The DTMF tones are
generated from Cool Edit Pro program like figure 3. If we write “7” in dial string part, you will obtain
this signal seen in figure 4. If we analyze the DTMF signal in frequency domain in Cool Edit Program,
we get the figure 5.

Fig. 3. The setting for dial string and time durations

Fig. 4. The DTMF signal “7”
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Fig. 5. The frequency analysis of the DTMF signal “7”
In order to verify my MATLAB program, we get the DFT magnitude graph in MATLAB program
and saw that the program works correctly. Figure 6 shows the Goertzel DFT magnitude estimate of
the DTMF signal “7” tone. As can be seen from the figure 6, DTMF “7” tone contains 852 Hz and
1209 Hz sinusoidal. After the one digit is detected by program, we generated more than one DTMF
to be detected by taking buffer whose length is 128. We generated the all DTMF tones
“1234567890*#ABCD”.

Fig. 6. The DFT magnitude of the DTMF signal “7”
After that, we performed the following test; frequency deviation, twist, duration and relative peaks.
We performed the test two times to DTMF. After both of tests are satisfied, we decided whether or
not the DTMF is. After the DTMF is to be recognized twice, we said that DTMF is detected correctly.
The tests are performed by playing string “1234567890*#ABCD” five times. After the tests are
performed on DTMF signals five times, we detected the string “1234567890*#ABCD”. Therefore,
we show that DTMF algorithm works correctly. In second harmonic test, second harmonic energy is
found but second harmonic test is not performed because, we cannot talk off test tape. In the frequency
deviation test, when the frequency range is between ± 1.5 %, algorithm detected correctly. When the
range is selected more than ± 3%, the algorithm failed.

Conclusions
In this study, DTMF signal detection is implemented using MATLAB 7.0 program. The DTMF
signals are generated for each 16 digits in Cool Edit Pro Version 2.0 program. The signals are
strengthened by adding the algorithm of AGC. Then the DTMF detection is done by using Goertzel
Algorithm. For international communication some tests are to be done with the standard of ITU. First
of all the detection and tests are applied for one digit, but later the consecutive DTMF digits detection
113
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is performed. The DTMF algorithm can be implemented in Simulink and the fixed point code can be
generated from Simulink and it can be used in real time telephony applications.
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